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Love Canal and the Poisoning of America  

 
"Industry has shown laxity, not infrequently to the point of criminal negligence, in soiling the 

land and adulterating the waters with its toxins." So says a recent report from a House 

investigative subcommittee. The report adds that as deposits of dangerous industrial wastes 

proliferate, the authority charged with eliminating the hazards, the Environmental Protection 

Agency, has done little to search out such sites and compel offending companies to clean them up. 

Meanwhile, as much as 35 million tons of toxic waste continues to be improperly disposed of 

every year, and, charges one environmental watchdog group, another year and a half may pass 

before the EPA puts proper regulations into force. There may be as many as 34,000 seriously 

hazardous waste dumps spotted about the country. The article that follows documents the 

miseries and losses induced by only one such man-made horror, the infamous Love Canal dump 

in Niagara Falls, New York.  

  
B Y  M I C H A E L  H. BR O W N   

   
. . . . .   

   

iagara Falls is a city of unmatched natural 
beauty; it is also a tired industrial work-
horse, beaten often and with a hard hand. A 

magnificent river—a strait, really—connecting 
Lake Erie to Lake Ontario flows hurriedly north, 
at a pace of a half-million tons a minute, 
widening into a smooth expanse near the city 
before breaking into whitecaps and taking its 
famous 186-foot plunge. Then it cascades 
through a gorge of overhung shale and limestone 
to rapids higher and swifter than anywhere else 
on the continent. 
 
The falls attract long lines of newlyweds and 
other tourists. At the same time, the river 
provides cheap electricity for industry; a good 
stretch of its shore is now filled with the spiraled 
pipes of distilleries, and the odors of chlorine 
and sulfides hang in the air. 
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Many who live in the city of Niagara Falls work 
in chemical plants, the largest of which is owned 
by the Hooker Chemical Company, a subsidiary 
of Occidental Petroleum since the 1960s. 
Timothy Schroeder did not. He was a cement 
technician by trade, dealing with the factories 
only if they needed a pathway poured, or a small 
foundation set. Tim and his wife, Karen, lived in 
a ranch-style home with a brick and wood 
exterior at 460 99th Street. They saved all the 
money they could to redecorate the inside and to 
make such additions as a cement patio, covered 
with an extended roof. One of the Schroeders' 
most cherished purchases was a Fiberglas pool, 
built into the ground and enclosed by a redwood 
fence. 
 
Karen looked from a back window one morning 
in October 1974, noting with distress that the 
pool had suddenly risen two feet above the 
ground. She called Tim to tell him about it. 
Karen then had no way of knowing that this was 
the first sign of what would prove to be a 
punishing family and economic tragedy. 
 
Mrs. Schroeder believed that the cause of the 
uplift was the unusual groundwater flow of the 
area. Twenty-one years before, an abandoned 
hydroelectric canal directly behind their house 
had been backfilled with industrial rubble. The 
underground breaches created by this 
disturbance, aided by the marshland nature of 
the region's surficial layer, collected large 
volumes of rainfall and undermined the back 
yard. The Schroeders allowed the pool to remain 
in its precarious position until the following 
summer and then pulled it from the ground, 
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intending to pour a new pool, cast in cement. 
This they were unable to do, for the gaping 
excavation immediately filled with what Karen 
called "chemical water," rancid liquids of yellow 
and orchid and blue. These same chemicals had 
mixed with the groundwater and flooded the 
entire yard, attacking the redwood posts with 
such a caustic bite that one day the fence simply 
collapsed. When the chemicals receded in the 
dry weather, they left the gardens and shrubs 
withered and scorched, as if by a brush fire.  
 
How the chemicals got there was no mystery. In 
the late 1930s, or perhaps early 1940s, the 
Hooker Company, whose many processes 
included the manufacture of pesticides, 
plasticizers, and caustic soda, began using the 
abandoned canal as a dump for at least 20,000 
tons of waste residues—"still-bottoms," in the 
language of the trade. 
 
Karen Schroeder's parents had been the first to 
experience problems with the canal's seepage. In 
1959, her mother, Aileen Voorhees, encountered 
a strange black sludge bleeding through the 
basement walls. For the next twenty years, she 
and her husband, Edwin, tried various methods 
of halting the irritating intrusion, pasting the 
cinder-block wall with sealants and even 
constructing a gutter along the walls to intercept 
the inflow. Nothing could stop the chemical 
smell from permeating the entire household, and 
neighborhood calls to the city for help were 
fruitless. One day, when Edwin punched a hole 
in the wall to see what was happening, quantities 
of black liquid poured from the block. The 
cinder blocks were full of the stuff. 
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Although they later learned they were in 
imminent danger, Aileen and Edwin Voorhees 
had treated the problem as a mere nuisance. That 
it involved chemicals, industrial chemicals, was 
not particularly significant to them. All their 
lives, all of everyone's life in the city, 
malodorous fumes had been a normal ingredient 
of the ambient air. 
 
More ominous than the Voorhees basement was 
an event that occurred at 11:12 P.M. on 
November 21, 1968, when Karen Schroeder 
gave birth to her third child, a seven-pound girl 
named Sheri. No sense of elation filled the 
delivery room. The child was born with a heart 
that beat irregularly and had a hole in it, bone 
blockages of the nose, partial deafness, 
deformed ear exteriors, and a cleft palate. Within 
two years, the Schroeders realized Sheri was 
also mentally retarded. When her teeth came in, 
a double row of them appeared on her lower jaw. 
And she developed an enlarged liver. 
 
The Schroeders considered these health 
problems as well as illnesses among their other 
children, as acts of capricious genes—a vicious 
quirk of nature. Like Mrs. Schroeder's parents, 
they were concerned that the chemicals were 
devaluing their property. The crab apple tree and 
evergreens in the back were dead, and even the 
oak in front of the home was sick; one year, the 
leaves had fallen off on Father's Day. 
 

he canal had been dug with much fanfare in 
the late nineteenth century by a flamboyant 
entrepreneur named William T. Love, who 
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wanted to construct an industrial city with ready 
access towater power and major markets. The 
setting for Love's dream was to be a navigable 
power channel that would extend seven miles 
from the Upper Niagara before falling two 
hundred feet, circumventing the treacherous falls 
and at the same time providing cheap power. A 
city would be constructed near the point where 
the canal fed back into the river, and he 
promised it would accommodate half a million 
people. 
 
So taken with his imagination were the state's 
leaders that they gave Love a free hand to 
condemn as much property as he liked, and to 
divert whatever amounts of water. Love's dream, 
however, proved grander than his resources, and 
he was eventually forced to abandon the project 
after a mile-long trench, ten to forty feet deep 
and generally twenty yards wide, had been 
scoured perpendicular to the Niagara River. 
Eventually, the trench was purchased by Hooker. 
 
Few of those who, in 1977, lived in the 
numerous houses that had sprung up by the site 
were aware that the large and barren field behind 
them was a burial ground for toxic waste. That 
year, while working as a reporter for a local 
newspaper, the Niagara Gazette, I began to 
inquire regularly about the strange conditions 
reported by the Schroeders and other families in 
the Love Canal area. Both the Niagara County 
Health Department and the city said it was a 
nuisance condition, but no serious danger to the 
people. Officials of Hooker Company refused 
comment, claiming only that they had no records 
of the chemical burials and that the problem was 
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not their responsibility. Indeed, Hooker had 
deeded the land to the Niagara Falls Board of 
Education in 1953, for a token $1. With it the 
company issued no detailed warnings of the 
chemicals, only a brief paragraph in the 
quitclaim document that disclaimed company 
liability for any injuries or deaths which might 
occur at the site. 
 
The board's attorney, Ralph Boniello, says he 
received no phone calls or letters specifically 
relating the exact nature of the refuse and what it 
could do, nor did the board, as the company was 
later to claim, threaten condemnation of the 
property in order to secure the land. "We had no 
idea what was in there," Boniello said. 
 
Though Hooker was undoubtedly relieved to rid 
itself of the contaminated land, the company was 
so vague about the hazards involved that one 
might have thought the wastes would cause 
harm only if touched, because they irritated the 
skin; otherwise, they were not of great concern. 
In reality, as the company must have known, the 
dangers of these wastes far exceeded those of 
acids or alkalines or inert salts. We now know 
that the drums Hooker had dumped in the canal 
contained a veritable witch's brew—compounds 
of truly remarkable toxicity. There were solvents 
that attacked the heart and liver, and residues 
from pesticides so dangerous that their 
commercial sale was shortly thereafter restricted 
outright by the government; some of them were 
already suspected of causing cancer. 
 
Yet Hooker gave no hint of that. When the board 
of education, which wanted the parcel for a new 
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school, approached Hooker, B. Klaussen, at the 
time Hooker's executive vice president, said in a 
letter to the board, "Our officers have carefully 
considered your request. We are very conscious 
of the need for new elementary schools and 
realize that the sites must be carefully selected 
so that they will best serve the area involved. We 
feel that the board of education has done a fine 
job in meeting the expanding demand for 
additional facilities and we are anxious to 
cooperate in any proper way. We have, 
therefore, come to the conclusion that since this 
location is the most desirable one for this 
purpose, we will be willing to donate the entire 
strip of property which we own between Colvin 
Boulevard and Frontier Avenue to be used for 
the erection of a school at a location to be 
determined ... " 
 
The board built the school and playground at the 
canal's midsection. Construction progressed 
despite the contractor's hitting a drainage trench 
that gave off a strong chemical odor and the 
discovery of a waste pit nearby. Instead of 
halting the work, the authorities simply moved 
the school eighty feet away. Young families 
began to settle in increasing numbers alongside 
the dump, many of them having been told that 
the field was to be a park and recreation area for 
their children. 
 
Children found the "playground" interesting, but 
at times painful. They sneezed, and their eyes 
teared. In the days when the dumping was still in 
progress, they swam at the opposite end of the 
canal, occasionally arriving home with hard 
pimples all over their bodies. Hooker knew 
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children were playing on its spoils. In 1958, 
three children were burned by exposed residues 
on the canal's surface, much of which, according 
to residents, had been covered with nothing 
more than fly ash and loose dirt. Because it 
wished to avoid legal repercussions, the 
company chose not to issue a public warning of 
the dangers it knew were there, nor to have its 
chemists explain to the people that their homes 
would have been better placed elsewhere. 
 
The Love Canal was simply unfit as a container 
for hazardous substances, poor even by the 
standards of the day, and now, in 1977, local 
authorities were belatedly finding that out. 
Several years of heavy snowfall and rain had 
filled the sparingly covered channel like a 
bathtub. The contents were overflowing at a 
frightening rate, sopping readily into the clay, 
silt, and sandy loam and finding their exit 
through old creekbeds and swales and into the 
neighborhood. 
 

he city of Niagara Falls, I was assured, was 
planning a remedial drainage program to 
halt in some measure the chemical 

migration off the site. But no sense of urgency 
had been attached to the plan, and it was stalled 
in red tape. No one could agree on who should 
pay the bill—the city, Hooker, or the board of 
education—and engineers seemed confused over 
what exactly needed to be done. 
 
Niagara Falls City Manager Donald O'Hara 
persisted in his view that, however displeasing to 
the eyes and nose, the Love Canal was not a 
crisis matter, mainly a question of aesthetics. 
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O'Hara reminded me that Dr. Francis Clifford, 
county health commissioner, supported that 
opinion. With the city, the board, and Hooker 
unwilling to commit themselves to a remedy, 
conditions degenerated in the area between 97th 
and 99th streets, until, by early 1978, the land 
was a quagmire of sludge that oozed from the 
canal's every pore. Melting snow drained the 
surface soot onto the private yards, while on the 
dump itself the ground had softened to the point 
of collapse, exposing the crushed tops of barrels. 
Beneath the surface, masses of sludge were 
finding their way out at a quickening rate, 
constantly forming springs of contaminated 
liquid. The Schroeder back yard, once featured 
in a local newspaper for its beauty, had reached 
the point where it was unfit even to walk upon. 
Of course, the Schroeders could not leave. No 
one would think of buying the property. They 
still owed on their mortgage and, with Tim's 
salary, could not afford to maintain the house 
while they moved into a safer setting. They and 
their four children were stuck. 
 
Apprehension about large costs was not the only 
reason the city was reluctant to help the 
Schroeders and the one hundred or so other 
families whose properties abutted the covered 
trench. The city may also have feared distressing 
Hooker. To an economically depressed area, the 
company provided desperately needed 
employment—as many as 3000 blue-collar jobs 
in the general vicinity, at certain periods—and a 
substantial number of tax dollars. Perhaps more 
to the point, Hooker was speaking of building a 
$17 million headquarters in downtown Niagara 
Falls. So anxious were city officials to receive 
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the new building that they and the state granted 
the company highly lucrative tax and loan 
incentives, and made available to the firm a 
prime parcel of property near the most popular 
tourist park on the American side, forcing a 
hotel owner to vacate the premises in the 
process. 
 
City Manager O'Hara and other authorities were 
aware of the nature of Hooker's chemicals. In 
fact, in the privacy of his office, O'Hara, after 
receiving a report on the chemical tests at the 
canal, had informed the people at Hooker that it 
was an extremely serious problem. Even earlier, 
in 1976, the New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation had been made 
aware that dangerous compounds were present 
in the basement sump pump of at least one 97th 
Street home, and soon after, its own testing had 
revealed that highly injurious halogenated 
hydrocarbons were flowing from the canal into 
adjoining sewers. Among them were the 
notorious PCBs; quantities as low as one part 
PCBs to a million parts normal water were 
enough to create serious environmental 
concerns; in the sewers of Niagara Falls, the 
quantities of halogenated compounds were 
thousands of times higher. The other materials 
tracked, in sump pumps or sewers, were just as 
toxic as PCBs, or more so. Prime among the 
more hazardous ones was residue from 
hexadhlorocyclopentadiene, or C-56, which was 
deployed as an intermediate in the manufacture 
of several pesticides. In certain dosages, the 
chemical could damage every organ in the body. 
 
While the mere presence of C-56 should have 
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been cause for alarm, government remained 
inactive. Not until early 1978—a full eighteen 
months after C-56 was first detected—was 
testing conducted in basements along 97th and 
99th streets to see if the chemicals had vaporized 
off the sump pumps and walls and were present 
in the household air. The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency conducted these tests at the 
urging of local Congressman John LaFalce, the 
only politician willing to approach the problem 
with the seriousness it deserved. 
 
While the basement tests were in progress, the 
rain of spring arrived at the canal, further 
worsening the situation. Heavier fumes rose 
above the barrels. More than before, the 
residents were suffering from headaches, 
respiratory discomforts, and skin ailments. Many 
of them felt constantly fatigued and irritable and 
the children had reddened eyes. In the Schroeder 
home, Tim developed a rash along the backs of 
his legs. Karen could not rid herself of throbbing 
pains in her head. Their daughter, Laurie, 
seemed to be losing some of her hair. 
 

hree month's passed before I was able to 
learn what the EPA testing had shown. 
When I did, the gravity of the situation 

became clear: benzene, a known cause of cancer 
in humans, had been readily detected in the 
household air up and down the streets. A widely 
used solvent, benzene was known in chronic-
exposure cases to cause headaches, fatigue, loss 
of weight, and dizziness followed by pallor, 
nose-bleeds, and damage to the bone marrow. 
 
No public announcement was made of the 
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benzene hazard. Instead, officials appeared to 
shield the finding until they could agree among 
themselves on how to present it. Indeed, as early 
as October 18, 1977, Lawrence R. Moriarty, an 
EPA regional official in Rochester, had sent to 
the agency's toxic substances coordinator a 
lengthy memorandum stating that "serious 
thought should be given to the purchase of some 
or all the homes affected ... This would 
minimize complaints and prevent further 
exposure to people." Concern was raised, he 
said, "for the safety of some 40 or 50 
homeowners and their families ... " 
 
Dr. Clifford, the county health commissioner, 
seemed unconcerned by the detection of benzene 
in air. "We have no reason to believe the people 
are imperiled," he said. "For all we know, the 
federal limitations could be six times too high ... 
I look at EPA's track record and notice they have 
to err on the right-side." O'Hara, who spoke to 
me in his office about the situation, told me I 
was overreacting to the various findings. The 
chemicals in the air, he said, posed no more risk 
than smoking a couple of cigarettes a day. 
 
Dr. Clifford's health department refused to 
conduct a formal study of the people's health, 
despite the air-montoring results. A worker from 
the department made a perfunctory call to the 
school, 99th Street Elementary, and when it was 
discovered that classroom attendance was 
normal, apparently the department ceased to 
worry about the situation. For this reason, and 
because of the resistance growing among the 
local authorities, I went to the southern end of 
99th Street to take an informal health survey of 
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my own. I arranged a meeting with six 
neighbors, all of them instructed beforehand to 
list the illnesses they were aware of on their 
block, with names and ages specified for 
presentation at the session. 
 
The residents' list was startling. Though 
unafflicted before they moved there, many 
people were now plagued with ear infections, 
nervous disorders, rashes, and headaches. One 
young man, James Gizzarelli, said he had missed 
four months of work owing to breathing 
troubles. His wife was suffering epileptic-like 
seizures which her doctor was unable to explain. 
Meanwhile, freshly applied paint was 
inexplicably peeling from the exterior of their 
house. Pets too were suffering, most seriously if 
they had been penned in the back yards nearest 
to the canal, constantly breathing air that smelled 
like mothballs and weedkiller. They lost their 
fur, exhibited skin lesions, and, while still quite 
young, developed internal tumors. A great many 
cases of cancer were reported among the 
women, along with much deafness. On both 97th 
and 99th streets, traffic signs warned passing 
motorists to watch for deaf children playing near 
the road. 
 
Evidence continued to mount that a large group 
of people, perhaps all of the one hundred 
families immediately by the canal, perhaps many 
more, were in imminent danger. While watching 
television, while gardening or doing a wash, in 
their sleeping hours, they were inhaling a 
mixture of damaging chemicals. Their hours of 
exposure were far longer than those of a 
chemical factory worker, and they wore no 
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respirators or goggles. Nor could they simply 
open a door and escape. Helplessness and 
despair were the main responses to the 
blackened craters and scattered cinders behind 
their back yards. 
 
But public officials often characterized the 
residents as hypochondriacs. Timothy Schroeder 
would wander to his back land and shake his 
head. "They're not going to help us one damn 
bit," he said, throwing a rock into a puddle 
coated with a film of oily blue. "No way." His 
wife's calls to the city remained unanswered 
while his shrubs continued to die. Sheri needed 
expensive medical care and he was afraid the 
time would come when he could no longer 
afford to provide it. A heavy man with a round 
stomach and gentle voice, he had struck me as 
easygoing and calm, ready with a joke and a 
smile. That was disappearing now. His face—in 
the staring eyes, in the tightness of the lips and 
cheeks—candidly revealed his utter disgust. 
Every agent of government had been called on 
the phone or sent pleas for help, but none offered 
aid. 
 

ommissioner Clifford expressed irritation at 
my printed reports of illness, and 
disagreement began to surface in the 

newsroom on how the stories should be printed. 
"There's a high rate of cancer among my 
friends," Dr. Clifford argued. "It doesn't mean 
anything." Mrs. Schroeder said that Dr. Clifford 
had not visited the homes at the canal, nor had 
he seen the black liquids collecting in the 
basements. Nor had the County Health 
Commissioner properly followed an order from 
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the state commissioner to cover exposed 
chemicals, erect a fence around the site, and 
ventilate the contaminated basements. Instead, 
Dr. Clifford arranged for the installation of two 
$15 window fans in the two most polluted 
basements and a thin wood snow fence that was 
broken within days of its erection and did not 
cover the entire canal. 
 
Partly as a result of the county's inadequate 
response, the state finally announced in May 
1978 that it intended to conduct a health study at 
the dump site's southern end. Blood samples 
would be drawn to test for unusual enzyme 
levels showing liver destruction, and extensive 
medical questionnaires were to be answered by 
each of the families. 
 
As interest in the small community increased, 
further revelations shook the neighborhood. In 
addition to the benzene, eighty or more other 
compounds were found in the makeshift dump, 
ten of them potential carcinogens. The 
physiological effects they could cause were 
profound and diverse. At least fourteen of them 
could impact on the brain and central nervous 
system. Two of them, carbon tetrachloride and 
chlorobenzene, could readily cause narcotic or 
anesthetic consequences. Many others were 
known to cause headaches, seizures, loss of hair, 
anemia, or skin rashes. Together, the compounds 
were capable of inflicting innumerable illnesses, 
and no one knew what new concoctions were 
being formulated by their mixture underground. 
 
Edwin and Aileen Voorhees had the most to be 
concerned about. When a state biophysicist 
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analyzed the air content of their basement, he 
determined that the safe exposure time there was 
less than 2.4 minutes—the toxicity in the 
basement was thousands of times the acceptable 
limit for twenty-four-hour breathing. This did 
not mean they would necessarily become 
permanently ill, but their chances of contracting 
cancer, for example, had been measurably 
increased. In July, I visited Mrs. Voorhees for 
further discussion of her problems, and as we sat 
in the kitchen, drinking coffee, the industrial 
odors were apparent. Aileen, usually chipper and 
feisty, was visibly anxious. She stared down at 
the table, talking only in a lowered voice. 
Everything now looked different to her. The 
home she and Edwin had built had become their 
jail cell. Their yard was but a pathway through 
which toxicants entered the cellar walls. The 
field out back, that prosed "park," seemed 
destined to be the ruin of their lives. I reached 
for her phone and called Robert Mathews, a city 
engineer who had been given the job of 
overseeing the situation. Was the remedial 
program, now in the talking stage for more than 
a year, ready to begin soon? No. Could he report 
any progress in deciding who would pay for it? 
No. Could Mr. and Mrs. Voorhees be evacuated? 
Probably not, he said—that would open up a can 
of worms, create a panic. 
 
On July 14 I received a call from the state health 
department with some shocking news. The 
preliminary review of the health questionnaires 
was complete. And it showed that women living 
at the southern end had suffered a high rate of 
miscarriages and had given birth to an 
abnormally high number of children with birth 
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defects. In one age group, 35.3 percent had 
records of spontaneous abortions. That was far 
in excess of the norm. The odds against it 
happening by chance were 250 to one. These 
tallies, it was stressed, were "conservative" 
figures. Four children in one small section of the 
neighborhood had documentable birth defects, 
club feet, retardation, and deafness. Those who 
lived there the longest suffered the highest rates. 
 
The data on miscarriages and birth defects, 
coupled with the other accounts of illness, 
finally pushed the state's bureaucracy into 
motion. A meeting was scheduled for August 2, 
at which time the state health commissioner, Dr. 
Robert Whalen, would formally address the 
issue. The day before the meeting, Dr. Nicholas 
Vianna, a state epidemiologist, told me that 
residents were also incurring some degree of 
liver damage. Blood analyses had shown 
hepatitis-like symptoms in enzyme levels. 
Dozens if not hundreds of people, apparently, 
had been adversely affected. 
 
In Albany, on August 2, Dr. Whalen read a 
lengthy statement in which he urged that 
pregnant women and children under two years of 
age leave the southern end of the dump site 
immediately. He declared the Love Canal an 
official emergency, citing it as a "great and 
imminent peril to the health of the general 
public." 
 

Continued
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